Background
==========

Interaction of microRNAs (miRNAs) to specific sites in the transcripts of several human genes evidently, has profound effects on various biological processes like development, differentiation, proliferation, apoptosis, metabolism, host-pathogen interactions and cancer \[[@B1],[@B2]\]. These \~17--25 nucleotide long molecules generally bind to the 3\' untranslated regions (UTRs) of certain transcripts harboring complementary sites, thereby reducing its translational ability. Over 500 human miRNAs have been identified in the human genome, each of them having the potential to bind to hundreds of transcripts. The miRNAs form a complex with other proteins called miRNA-Protein complex (miRNP) or the miRNA Induced Silencing Complex (miRISC). This complex is known to interact with target sites with incomplete complementarity \[[@B3]\]. Several experiments have demonstrated that bases 2--7 from the 5\' end of the miRNA are required to be exactly complementary to the sequence at the target site to form a \'seed\' binding and a few mismatches of 3--5 bulged loops can be tolerated \[[@B4],[@B5]\]. Another set of experiments demonstrate that a seed match is not mandatory if there is a compensatory pairing towards the 3\' end of the miRNA in the bound complex that is sufficient to obtain an optimum free energy for the bound complex \[[@B6]\].

Variation of structure at the target site has been identified as another key factor that determines the interaction of miRNA to the target site. Long range interactions between bases in the RNA result in complex structures like pseudo-knots while there are short range interactions which mostly lead to stem-loop structures. While composition of the bases and the length of the stem region make some of these structures particularly stable, other conformations like the presence of internal loops, multi-branch loops or bulges could destabilize these structures. Conceivably, the target site of a particular miRNA might not always be open and accessible for the miRISC to interact with the site. It has been established that the miRNPs can effectively bind to target sites which do not have a highly structured conformation in comparison to a structurally stable target site \[[@B7]\]. The presence of stable structures 70 nucleotides (nt) flanking the respective target sites hindered hsa-miR-1 from downregulating thymosin β4 and Igf1 while the same miRNA could regulate the levels of Hand2 \[[@B8]\]. In another study, the sequence composition was altered to force a structural variation in order to confirm the accessibility preference of miRNA \[[@B9]\]. Based on these principles, others and we (unpublished web server) have implemented second generation of target prediction servers, which incorporate the accessibility of miRNAs to target site as another factor \[[@B10]-[@B13]\].

Several cases of dysregulation due to polymorphisms at the miRNA binding site have been reported. It was noted that the 3\' UTR of SLITRK1 gene, a candidate of Tourette\'s syndrome, harboured a G-to-A polymorphism which stabilized the interaction of hsa-miR-189 since a A:U pairing is stronger that the G:U wobble; to facilitate collating of such SNPs that occur at the miRNA target site, a database called Patrocles had been developed \[[@B14]\]. Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL) mapping in sheep identified a gene GDF8 accounting for muscular dystrophy. This gene contained a G-to-A substitution in the 3\' UTR that created a more stable site for two miRNAs miR-1 and miR-206. A three-fold reduction in GDF8 was observed \[[@B15]\]. A genome wide study has established that though SNPs at miRNA binding site are rare, few of them are positively selected in certain population \[[@B16]\]. Another such study of SNPs in miRNA binding sites of all human transcripts established that very few SNPs occur in the miRNA binding motifs and that aberrant allele frequencies were found in cancer ESTs \[[@B17]\]. Another example is the A-to-C polymorphism (rs5186) which disrupts the A:U pairing and consequently, the binding of hsa-miR-155 to the AGTR1 gene, possibly leading to hypertension \[[@B18]\]. A C-to-T polymorphism 14 nt downstream of the miR-24 target site on DHFR gene resulted in degradation of the target transcript \[[@B19]\].

Based on the experimental evidence mentioned above, it can be surmised that not miRNA binding at the target site is influenced not only by sequence changes within the target site, but also those hundreds of bases away, if they influence the secondary structure at the target site. Polymorphisms, either at the target site or around the target site, have the potential to alter the base-pairing patterns which in turn would determine the accessibility of the miRNA at the target site. A highly structured region (due to intramolecular bonds formed within the bases in the 3\' UTR) would be inaccessible for miRNAs since the energy required to break the existing bonds would be insufficiently offset by formation of new bonds with an external molecule, the miRNA which is 17--25 bases long. Further, the large activation energy involved in destabilizing the mRNA secondary structure would render interactions within the secondary structure forming regions kinetically non-feasible even when thermodynamically viable. This would be especially pronounced for those miRNAs do not bind to the target sites with complete complementarity. Conversely, miRNA binding to those regions which are either not continuously bound for a long stretch or which are wholly unbound to any base in the 3\' UTR would be energetically favored (Figure [1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![**miRNA-mRNA interaction model**. **a**: Case a: miRNA binding site in loop region of mRNA (Favorable), Case b: miRNA binding site in stem region of mRNA (Unfavorable), Case c: miRNA binding site in stem-loop junction (Sequence Dependent). **b**: The validated binding site for miR-15a/miR-16 in the 3\' UTR of BCL2 was found to be accessible with the wild type allele, but the A-to-G polymorphism alters the intramolecular structure at the target site which could prove to be altering the accessibility of the miRNA to bind. The shaded region indicates miRNA binding site. **c**: The validated binding site for hsa-miR-24 in the 3\' UTR of DHFR gene with \'U\' allele 14 bp downstream is structured and hence, inaccessible for miRNA binding while the \'C\' allele makes the target site totally unstructured thereby allowing miRNA binding.](1471-2105-10-108-1){#F1}

Construction and Content
========================

Targets to all human miRNAs, obtained from miRBase database v9 \[[@B20]\], were predicted in the 3\' UTR sequences downloaded from the Ensembl database \[[@B21]\] using the BioMart feature. Currently available miRNA target prediction tools are associated with a large number of false positives and as an alternative, results which agree between two or three algorithms would be better to identify the most probable miRNA-target pairs \[[@B22]\]. We used three software -- miRanda, RNAHybrid and TargetScan to detect the miRNA target pairs \[[@B23]-[@B25]\]. Only those miRNA-target pairs were selected which were predicted to bind to the same target site by all the three software.

We further analyzed the subset of SNPs that are located within 200 nt of the predicted miRNA-target pairs, by extracting two sets of sequences, one with the wild type allele and other with the polymorphic allele at the 201^st^position of this stretch. Further, we computationally determine the presence of secondary structures using the RNAFold program for both the sequences \[[@B26]\]. Computational prediction of RNA secondary structure has limited accuracy in predicting long-range interactions, complex structures like pseudo-knots, structures of long sequences (\>1 kb). We focused on sequence stretches of 400 nt for two reasons: (a) the long-range interactions might be overcome by the steric hindrance caused by miRNPs; and (b) presently available secondary structure prediction tools have an optimum efficiency for sequence of length 400--700 bases \[[@B27]\].

We then extracted the structural information of the 3\' UTR at the site where the miRNA is known to bind in the case of wild and polymorphic sequence. The bases involved in intramolecular base-pairing is denoted by an \'X\' while a \'-\' denotes an unbound base. We calculate the change in number of bases changing its structural conformation and the ratio of the number of bases changing the intramolecular structure at the target site to the total number of bases binding to the miRNA gives a degree of change in the overall structural variation. The degree of change in the intramolecular bonds formed is an indication of the affect of the SNP in the intramolecular structure change at the particular target site.

Mathematically,

A greater number of structured bases in the target site of the polymorphic stretch would imply loss of a legitimate miRNA binding site due to the polymorphism, while a lesser number of structured bases in the polymorphic sequence implies a gain of an target site. A similar procedure is followed to detect the intramolecular structures formed at the sites where miRNAs are validated experimentally to bind to the UTRs of the few genes from the TarBase database \[[@B28]\]. Figure [2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"} gives a detailed workflow of the present study.

![**Summary of methodology and result interpretation**. **a**: The work-flow of the current analysis: In the pictorial representation, the W and P represents the wild and polymorphic alleles on the 201^st^position, TS and TE represent the target site start and end. The secondary structure obtained for the 400 nt stretch is in the form of brackets (representing structured bases) and dots (representing unbound bases). b: Screen-shot of query result with miRNA hsa-let-7f. **b**: A result display of the database. The columns give the information as target gene name, miRNA target the transcript, the transcript ID, the location of miRNA binding with respect to the 3\' UTR of the transcript, the binding modality, the location of SNP with respect to the target site, the SNP ID, the number of bases changing intramolecular conformation, the effect of the change (as gain or loss), and a link-out to pictorial depiction of the structural change.](1471-2105-10-108-2){#F2}

The data is ported in a MySQL database that is accessible through a user-friendly web-interface through codes written in CGI-PERL. Various query options exists by which users obtain information regarding the miRNA, the transcript, corresponding gene, the binding site in the UTR, the SNP around the miRNA binding site, the distance of separation of SNP from the target site and a visual representation of the intramolecular structure at the miRNA binding site in the 3\' UTR. Depending on the decreasing significance in variation of the intramolecular structure, the details are colored in various shades of red. In cases where the SNP does not alter the structure, the information is colored in green (Figure [1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The users also have the option of saving the results of their query as a tab-separated text file. Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} gives a summary of findings of the analysis and the data ported.

###### 

Overview of predicted effect of SNPs on miRNA target binding

  Intramolecular Structure at miRNA binding region   Category   DSNP    TSNP   USNP    TOTAL
  -------------------------------------------------- ---------- ------- ------ ------- -------
  Significant Change                                 Loss       139     68     108     315
  Significant Change                                 Gain       62      55     90      207
  Moderate Change                                    Loss       1230    638    1215    3083
  Moderate Change                                    Gain       1187    726    1147    3060
  No Change                                          \-         15573   1396   13968   30937
  Total                                              \-         18191   2883   16528   37602

The table gives the number of cases where a SNP is present either at the miRNA binding site (TSNP), upstream (USNP) or downstream (DSNP) of the miRNA binding site in the 3\' UTR of the target transcript. The polymorphism may alter the intramolecular structure at the miRNA binding site either significantly (where 30% or more bases change their binding modalities to create a structured region closed (Gain) or a closed region getting opened up (Loss) resulting in gain or loss of the miRNA binding respectively), moderately if less than 30% bases alter their binding modalities or no effect on local intramolecular structure at all with the wild and polymorphic allele.

Utility and Discussion
======================

Data pertaining to validated miRNA-target pairs allows further studies on the the effect of polymorphism, not just at the target site of miRNA binding, but also in the region around them. Two miRNAs (hsa-miR-15a and hsa-miR-16) are experimentally demonstrated to target the BCL2 transcript. The deletion of this miRNA cluster in B-cell lymphoma has been implicated in B-cell lymphoma \[[@B29]\]. We notice that a polymorphism 172 bases upstream of the target site for the miRNAs (rs4987856) can alter the highly accessible structure to an inaccessible site (Figure [1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) for the miRNAs hsa-miR-15a and hsa-miR-16. This structural alteration might not enable miRNA interaction to the transcript harboring the polymorphic allele, mimicking the effect that of deleted miRNAs as in case of B-cell lymphoma patients.

We further analyzed the selection pressure on those SNPs which alter miRNA binding due to the structural effects. The integrated haplotype score (iHS) is a standardized measure of long range haplotype for a particular SNP in a given population. The same approach was used in a recent paper which performed a genome-wide scan of SNPs at miRNA binding sites \[[@B16]\]. The iHS values for all SNPs available from HapMap phase 2 data in three population -- ASI (Chinese and Japanese), YRI and CEU) were obtained from Haplotter website <http://hg-wen.uchicago.edu/selection/haplotter.htm>. Data for only those SNPs which have minor allele frequency (MAF) \> 5% were available. We found that very few (only 1--2%) of the SNPs that change the miRNA accessibility were prone to either positive or negative selection (iHS \< -2 or iHS \> 2, respectively). The SNPs rs140074 (in the PATZ1 3\'UTR) and rs11848279 (in the NFATC4 3\'UTR) indicate negative selection (in Yoruban and Caucasian population) and positive selection (in Yoruban and Caucasian population) respectively.

It is appreciated that secondary structures are common in the UTRs of the transcripts. It is also clear from several studies that interaction of miRNAs to the target site is governed to a large extent by the structural accessibility to these sites. Since polymorphisms can alter the structure of these regions, we propose that variations in the 3\' UTRs, even if farther away from the target site can alter the miRNA binding and hence would contribute to this additional layer of regulation. Stable structural motifs in the target sites would be inaccessible for miRNAs thereby constraining miRNA mediated regulation. The large activation energy involved in destabilizing the mRNA secondary structure would render interactions within a secondary structure forming region kinetically non-feasible even when thermodynamically viable. Others and we have previously devised approaches to incorporate the structural architecture of target regions into miRNA target prediction. Comparing the free energy difference of the intramolecular interaction with that of the interaction with the miRNAs, it is possible to identify thermodynamically feasible interactions of miRNA with the target site. Although currently available reports suggest direct involvement of SNPs in the miRNA target site whereby a nucleotide that interacts with the miRNA itself changes altering the intermolecular energy (Minimal Free Energy of the complex), we notice that variations away from the target site (the target region) can also affect miRNA accessibility. The loss of miR-24 targeting DHFR transcript due to a T-allele 14 nt downstream of the predicted target site was demonstrated to reduce the half life of the transcript \[[@B18]\]. The authors propose that the region 14 nt downstream of the target site is important in the binding of the Ago proteins. However, we find that there is a significant change in the structural conformation of the UTR of DHFR. While the UTR exists in a highly structured form with a \'T\' allele, the UTR which harbors a \'C\' is highly unstructured. This would be a cause for the increase miRNA binding affinity to the target region of the UTR with the \'C\' allele (Figure [1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

It is difficult for individual investigators to look at the overall complexity in the context of genetic variation. Hence the dataset presented would be of immense value for researchers. In this paper, we have analyzed and catalogued polymorphisms that would make some individual specific genes more susceptible (or otherwise) to miRNA mediated regulation due to such changes. As demonstrated in the case of the validated miR-15a/miR-16 target site in BCL2 gene, a stretch of intramolecular bond formation at the interacting site of the miRNA in the UTR might lead to loss of miRNA binding. It remains open for experimentalists to validate such interesting possibilities and study various complexities involved in miRNA-target interactions. It would be worthwhile to identify polymorphisms with high polymorphic allele frequencies that have an effect on miRNA accessibility. Linking the functional role of the target gene and known effects of the miRNA binding, investigators can detect novel regulatory components that are prevalent in certain population which make them susceptible or otherwise, to miRNA mediated PTGS. Such a resource would enable researchers address questions like the role of regulatory SNPs in the 3\' UTRs and population specific regulatory modulations.

As validation and experimental confirmation of miRNA-target interactions increase, we aim to keep the database regularly updated. In the next version, we also plan to include a graphical representation of the intramolecular structural changes. Although most users would require the data pertaining to a specific gene or a miRNA, we plan to incorporate a representation of the polymorphism and target region as an interactive map in the forthcoming improvement.

Conclusion
==========

There have been several studies which have proven the detrimental effects of polymorphisms at the miRNA target site. Various structural analyses have also shown that accessibility of the miRNAs at the target site is an important factor that governs the miRNA mediated regulation. Polymorphisms that can alter the secondary structure at the miRNA binding region can thus have a significant role in controlling the accessibility of the miRNAs.

Through the genome-wide miRNA prediction performed here, we have collated the information of all validated SNPs that can affect the secondary structure of the miRNA binding regions, at varying degrees. Such a resource would enable researchers address questions like the role of regulatory SNPs in the 3\' UTRs and population specific regulatory modulations. The true significance of the principle can be realized when the effect of these polymorphisms is studied at population level or in case-control disease samples. These would allow conclusive classification of SNPs as detrimental to miRNA binding or not, based on the information provided. We hope the database provides the necessary support for such high-throughput and thorough analysis
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